For The Lord Our God Is Holy –
Glory Of The Throne of God
After this I looked, and, behold, a door was opened in heaven: and the first voice which I heard was as it were of a trumpet
talking with me; which said, Come up hither, and I will shew thee things which must be hereafter. And immediately I was in the
spirit: and, behold, a throne was set in heaven, and one sat on the throne. And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a

sardine stone: and there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald. Revelation 4:1-3
Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever: the sceptre of thy kingdom is a right sceptre. Psalms 45:6
The LORD is in His holy temple, The LORD’s throne is in heaven; His eyes behold, His eyelids test the sons of men. The LORD
tests the righteous, But the wicked and the one who loves violence His soul hates. Upon the wicked He will rain coals; Fire and
brimstone and a burning wind Shall be the portion of their cup. For the LORD is righteous, He loves righteousness; His
countenance beholds the upright. Psalms 11:4-7
Then Moses went up, also Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel, and they saw the God of Israel. And
there was under His feet as it were a paved work of sapphire stone, and it was like the very heavens in its clarity. But on the
nobles of the children of Israel He did not lay His hand. So they saw God, and they ate and drank. Then the LORD said to Moses,
“Come up to Me on the mountain and be there; and I will give you tablets of stone, and the law and commandments which I
have written, that you may teach them.”So Moses arose with his assistant Joshua, and Moses went up to the mountain of God.
Exodus 24:9-13
In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the Lord sitting on a throne, high and lifted up, and the train of His robe filled the
temple. Isaiah 6:1
Look down from heaven, And see from Your habitation, holy and glorious. Where are Your zeal and Your strength, The yearning
of Your heart and Your mercies toward me? Are they restrained? Doubtless You are our Father, Though Abraham was ignorant
of us, And Israel does not acknowledge us. You, O LORD, are our Father; Our Redeemer from Everlasting is Your name. O LORD,
why have You made us stray from Your ways, And hardened our heart from Your fear? Return for Your servants’ sake, The
tribes of Your inheritance. Your holy people have possessed it but a little while; Our adversaries have trodden down Your
sanctuary. We have become like those of old, over whom You never ruled, Those who were never called by Your name. Isa
63:15-19
“I watched till thrones were put in place, And the Ancient of Days was seated; His garment was white as snow, And the hair of
His head was like pure wool. His throne was a fiery flame, Its wheels a burning fire; A fiery stream issued And came forth from
before Him. A thousand thousands ministered to Him; Ten thousand times ten thousand stood before Him. The court was
seated, And the books were opened.“I watched then because of the sound of the pompous words which the horn was
speaking; I watched till the beast was slain, and its body destroyed and given to the burning flame.“As for the rest of the
beasts, they had their dominion taken away, yet their lives were prolonged for a season and a time.“I was watching in the night
visions, And behold, One like the Son of Man, Coming with the clouds of heaven! He came to the Ancient of Days, And they
brought Him near before Him. Then to Him was given dominion and glory and a kingdom, That all peoples, nations, and
languages should serve Him. His dominion is an everlasting dominion, Which shall not pass away, And His kingdom the one
Which shall not be destroyed. Daniel 7:9-14

~***~

(3 Visions)
(5 Confirming Visions)
(1st Vision)
(This first vision has two earlier confirmation visions placed below it.)
" The Ancient Of Days sitting, even The Father upon the Throne of His eternal glory. The Glory of God was such
that it flowed as Amber light with various hues of Amber color and of the color of Jasper and of the "Sardine"
stone, the stone with the brilliance of a ruby. So great was the light of Amber from the midst of the glory of God
and through these colors of stone that parts of it flowed forward in great displays of light and of rounding
motioning luminance. Before God the lights of His glory flowed forth from the Throne out unto the expanse of
the Heavens and down unto the world of men. The grace of God and the wrath of God were combined in the
Jasper and the Sardine colors of glory. These as the face of God were fearsome to look upon. The heaven was
filled with heat and the sound of a great noise and of the sounding blast of a trumpet and there was a great
shaking and much smoke filled the place of the Throne as the glory of God began to flow from God out unto
mankind. I did see the first of the flowing stream of glory emanate from the thigh of God out along the flank and
out beyond the place of His seat upon the Throne coursing through and down out unto the world of man. I knew
that the rest of His Throne of Glory did flow out unto men but I was only able to see the glory that flowed from
the thigh of God and from the seat of His throne which glory was as Amber and as Jasper and as the Sardine. Then

understanding came unto me and peace and a knowledge. This glory that I was beholding was the restitution and
resurrection power of God unto all His creation. This flowing was the power of endless days from The Ancient Of
Days in the salvation gift of eternal life for all that His hands have made. It was even the same resurrection
power that did raise up The Lord Jesus Christ from the dead wherein death has no more dominion over Him and
He conquering death lives forevermore. This same resurrection power was flowing out unto the world of men,
to their lives present in the earth and to the graves and the dust and the ashes of nations once alive. Even to the
world in its present order did the glory of The Ancient of Days flow forth with tremendous heat and victory and
power which began the Kingdom of God in the world of men, even that which was promised from the
foundation of the world."
(End Vision)
(1st Confirming Vision)
(From: Chapter 18, "The Epistle Mysteries, The Mystery Of God, The Face Of God"
http://overcomers.ca/Epistle_Mysteries/TMOG_008_The_Face_Of_God.htm#Jasper, Sardius and Armageddon )
“Being then carried to the edge of the bow the Angel which carried me set my feet set down upon a paved work,
even the work that is at the outer edge of the bow that goes round about the Throne. I saw the bow, and in the
midst of the bow a fire enfolding in upon itself, a great tempest of fire billowing forth folding in upon itself
without being consumed, and in the midst of the fire a Throne set and ONE who sat upon the Throne, even the
Ancient of Days. His face to look upon was as the Jasper Stone and the Sardius (Sardine) Stone. As God looked
out His face did emanate these stones and He did look out upon the surface of the earth, even through the
nations to the valley of Megiddo and to the very battle called “Armageddon”, the place of the rendezvous. The
gathering together, the compacting of all whose flesh would be fed to the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven,
even to there in this present time did the face of God look forth and the battle of Armageddon even began in
intensity as God did look upon it.”
(End 1st Confirming Vision)
(2nd Confirming Vision)
(From: Chapter 81, "Mystery Of Unknown Tongues, The Earnest Downpayment"
http://overcomers.ca/Epistle_Mysteries/TMOUT_001_The_Earnest_Down_Payment.htm#Manchild_caught_up )
"“I beheld the catching up of the “manchild”, the Overcomers hidden in the earth and birthed forth and caught
up from before the mouth of the dragon. As they came up into the heavenly realm I saw Jesus seated at the right
hand of God wearing the garments which were in the fashion of a priest and which were also in the fashion of
one who was eternally exalted by God to this place of authority. Before the Throne where God did sit with Christ
at His right hand was a paved work, and over the paved work were the bands of the bow of colors, a rainbow
round about the Throne. “and [there was] a rainbow around about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald.” Revelation 4:3.
As I saw this manchild “overcoming” company approach the Throne, they did pass through the bands of color.
They were all of them dressed in the very same garments as was Jesus. Their loins were covered with a golden
girdle, each one of them, their feet were like fiery brass, each one of them. They had taken on the cloth
garments of Christ each one of them. So then this great company of the off scouring of the earth did pass over
the paved work through the bands of color of the bow and they did approach the Throne. Passing through each
color they then ascended at the bequest of God to come and to sit with Christ upon the Throne forevermore. (Be
quested by God they became owners of heavenly property.) God Himself made this bequest of they who had
been made Overcomers by His great grace. So then these did come and they sat with Christ at the right hand of
God upon the eternal Throne. I saw their tongues filled with the language of heaven which now had effect. Long
had the earth lain waiting for the manifest promise of God to bring all creation into the liberty of the Sons of
God, their tongues did bring forth that liberty as a living word by the power of the newness of life that flowed
out of their mouths. There was no restriction at all in the power of their heavenly language which brought power
to the earth and into the world of men, neither was there any more any tempest or storm in the atmosphere of
the earth for the wrath of God had been abated once these had taken their place upon the Throne with Christ.
Identical were they all in both facial features and in garments and honor with Jesus at the right hand of God. The
world before them entered a great peace just as it had at one time under Enoch and under Solomon, so now the
world entered great peace in the age of the rule of these over all the nations of men in the everlasting Kingdom
of God.”

(End 2nd Confirming Vision)
(2nd Vision)
"I did see the knees and the chest of The Father upon the Throne, ruling and expecting until all things were
brought back unto Him. Of importance to note was that just this part of the Lord was seen, that even in
restoration the power of God is still completely unlimited and the whole person of the Lord is yet to be revealed
as the ages continue to advance. At the same time the Lord in His eternal power and reign is able to do full
restitution of all creation with even just a part of His infinite strength. There is the power and strength of the
Lord that will also be revealed as the ages continue to advance and His Throne is eternal never ending even
during the expansion of all ages."
(End Vision)
(3rd Vision)
"I beheld the splendid image that was seen in the dream of Nebuchadnezzar walking upon the waters of the sea.
The image whose height was immense traversing even the deep waters and the raging waters came to the edge
of a continent wherein I could see the nations of the earth and they that dwelt therein in present time. The
continents were divided as they were, but they were as one before the image. I noticed that the image only
came up off of the sea only as far as the land began on the edge of the continents and I saw that the color of the
feet of part iron and part clay were the same in color as the continents which were part iron and part clay during
this dispensation of time. As the image stood there the elements of part iron and part clay in the continents
yielded to the feet of the image and they took upon them the elements of the feet so that the feet as though
they were roots began to grow and expand outward into the continents like the tentacles of a webbed root
system of a large tree like a mighty Oak or Fir tree. The head of gold with eyes looking forward looked out upon
the nations that inhabited the continents. There were upon the continents every type of person, unbelievers as
well as all they descended from Abraham and all they who were in the denominational structure of
Christendom. There was nothing in them that had any defense or explanation as to the power and height and
threat of this image which now infiltrated all the soils and lands of the continents. There was presented to this
image of great height no threat from the modern world. Nothing of this world would cause the reach of this
splendid image from being broken or removed and nothing in the world of man or religions or Christendom was
able to bring up any sort of an assault upon the image to destroy it or to cause it to collapse. The image stood
strong with no threat and no breach. Then the spirit of the Lord moved in me and I looked out unto the earthen
areas of the continents and looked down to where the feet of part iron and part clay had mingled with the soil of
the continents as though the image had taken root. In little pocketed areas and by little points of place and
position there would be the lonely soul of they that were deemed as ones who would overcome by the victory
of Christ. These were in the midst of the masses in the nations and of the religions they belonged to and of the
realms of denominations in Christendom, in them as to their presence but not part of them. These individual
Overcomers began to shine forth the light of truth from their inner man and that light like little torches or
beacons of hope grew and grew in the midst of the continental soils. The light grew against the roots of the
image which had melded itself as one with these lands. As the little points of light grew, each Overcomer in their
various secluded area would cause the roots to be driven back solely by the light of the Lord that grew within
them. As they grew I saw that their lights were all the same light, it was the light of the Lord in them with
wisdom and in which was no variance nor shadow nor turning aside unto other interests, this light kept these
humble ones apart from all others and they did emerge as the same light in points and place the world over. As
these grew the roots of the image were driven back and into the feet and up the feet of it was the gain of the
image driven back by the light of the Lord's glory in these little ones. The image then began to shake and to
crumble as the feet were broken apart as the light in these drove back the power of the infiltration the image
had in the world of man and then I saw the entire image crumble and break and collapse never to stand again on
the edge of the continents of the world. I questioned as to this image of individual points of light breaking apart
the image for the scriptures declare that this will be a stone cut out of a mountain, cut out without hands which is
hurled at the feet of the image to destroy it. However I was assured that this was correct. That the stone was a
picture of the unity of spirit the Overcomers have in Christ in singular purpose and that even though I saw them
scattered as points of light they together were still the stone of destruction to the splendid image which stood
no more."

(End Vision)
(From: Chapter 79, "Mystery Babylon The Great. The Mystery Of The Great Whore. Unveiling The Beast")
http://overcomers.ca/Epistle_Mysteries/MBTG_002_Unveiling_the_Beast.htm
(3rd Confirming Vision)
“At the breaking of a day this vision came which broke my heart and caused weeping and a great carefulness to
rise in me, for these things are very humbling. As the sun rose I did see the image of splendor, the same man that
was seen in the dream of Nebuchadnezzar whose height was great and the image fearful, as the sun rose so did
the light rise upon this image. The head of gold, the shoulders, arms and chest of silver, the loins of brass, the
legs of iron and the feet and the toes of part iron and part clay. To the left side of the beast was the formation of
that which constituted all blasphemy, even a singular image of the wild beast found in Revelation 13. The
progression of time was such that I saw as it were a halo around the image of the splendid man descend down
first through the head of gold, then down through the shoulders, chest and arms of silver, the loins of brass, the
legs of iron and the feet and toes of part iron and part clay. This halo of light would flow down the image
encompassing it in a ring. As it progressed downwards two things would happen. The time frames for the ages
and empires of men would rise and fall, the progression of the age past would proceed much further down the
image as the halo of light would pass over it even as Daniel prophesied. As the halo of light proceeded down the
splendid image, the wild beast to the side would grow in kind. The more the halo of light proceeded down the
image, the more the beast would rise in stature and in strength until the halo at last came to the toes of this
image. When it did, the wild beast was now fully formed and it stood as a terrible entity beside the splendid
image. The splendid image and the beast were now equal in size and stature and the beast was now fully in the
earth. I saw this to mean that prior to this time we are in, the beast was not fully here, the empowering by the
Dragon was not yet at the full. The image was not yet traversed in the time frames allotted to it and the beast
prior to this time was not fully now in the earth. But now, in our time, the Dragon has finished bringing down the
beast into full measure in the world of men, the full stature and horrible features of this beast in our day is now
fully here, there is no further addition to the beast, nor any further horror to be added to it. Also the time frames
for the splendid image are now fully accomplished; there is no more time for the splendid image to stand. Both
time frames, the splendid image and the beast, both are now complete; I say this again in prophecy, both are
now complete. They are both now here completely. So then in my broken state I made inquiry before the Lord
and sent up my petition before Him, even into the ears of the Ancient of Days. In asking this it was not by
presumption on my part, but requesting understanding at His mouth and not by any reasoning of my mind. I
inquired of the Lord “Lord, there are two beasts in your word, the tame beast and the wild one, why is it I only see
the wild one?” The Lord answered, “These are the same to me.”
(End Confirming Vision)
(From: Chapter 79, "Mystery Babylon The Great. The Mystery Of The Great Whore. Unveiling The Beast")
http://overcomers.ca/Epistle_Mysteries/MBTG_002_Unveiling_the_Beast.htm
(4th Confirming Vision)
“The City Babylon with another city inside of it. There was as it were a double layer of cities. Babylon with its
walls and its bulwarks, the inner buildings and streets and highways, and inside each and every brick was another
brick, like each brick was made twice but one was inside the other. Brick by brick the city began to fall apart, brick
by brick these fell down to the earth and the walls, the bulwarks, the inner buildings, the roads and the highways
fell apart altogether, all of them collapsed into one heap of unusable rubble and nothing was left remaining. The
taking apart of each brick, brick by brick was done by the invisible power of God’s judgment and the city and the
city inside the city were not able to withstand this collapse. This is the collapse of the world’s systems in their
entirety by the outer walls of the city. All of the governments of the world, all their economies, the global
financial system, all peoples within the nations, each one was effected by this collapse. The inner wall collapse,
that part which was a brick within a brick, this effected any and all who professed any type of a religious calling,
who claimed they knew God, whether it was a Christian God or a Muslim god or a god of any other sort, it was a
collapse of all things religious. Many times in the past I have seen such destruction in visions, but this time it was
with urgency. This time it was a collapse that cannot be prevented, it is taking place in real time, the spirit of the
Lord, even The Ancient of Days is doing this collapse, taking apart the inner and outer city brick by brick, by His
spirit alone. Watch this happen as all around you the world system will deteriorate more and more until the

entire structure is removed. This must be for the Lord has promised to bring His Kingdom to this earth. Jesus
came in Pentecost, but now He must come in Tabernacles. For this to happen He must first remove that which
was made of man’s own doing and the earth must be cleansed of it, and then shall this Kingdom come.”
(End Confirming Vision)
(From: Chapter 7, "For The Lord Our God Is Holy. His Standard Established To His Army"
http://overcomers.ca/Holy_Is_The_Lord/Holy_Is_The_Lord_HSETHA_007.htm
(5th Confirming Vision)
“I beheld the splendid image that was dreamt by Nebuchadnezzar in ancient Babylon, the splendid image whose
head was of gold, the chest and arms of silver, the loins of brass, the legs of iron and the feet of part iron and part
clay. I saw that the Lord hurled a stone at the feet of this splendid image and it did crush and destroy the feet of
it so that the entire structure of the image above it broke apart and crumbled and collapsed to the earth so that
nothing recognizable of it remained. This represented all the world systems of government from the time of
ancient Babylon on down to this present hour. No economy, no structure of man, no place that man built a name
for himself could ever be brought forth again. It was a total destruction, nothing of this present world could
continue past into the next world (age). So complete was the destruction of this image.”
~***~

The Lord Upon The Throne Will Not Share His Glory

Now the Lord is the Spirit; and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty. But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a
mirror the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just as by the Spirit of the Lord. 2
Corinthians 3:17-18,
And God both raised up the Lord and will also raise us up by His power. Do you not know that your bodies are members of
Christ? Shall I then take the members of Christ and make them members of a harlot? Certainly not! Or do you not know that
he who is joined to a harlot is one body with her? For “the two,” He says, “shall become one flesh.”But he who is joined to the
Lord is one spirit with Him. Flee sexual immorality. Every sin that a man does is outside the body, but he who commits sexual
immorality sins against his own body. Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom
you have from God, and you are not your own? For you were bought at a price; therefore glorify God in your body and in your
spirit, which are God’s. 1 Corinthians 6:14-20,
“And now, O Father, glorify Me together with Yourself, with the glory which I had with You before the world was. John 17:5,
“And the glory which You gave Me I have given them, that they may be one just as We are one: John 17:22,

Always before any element of our understanding has light put upon it or any realm of our behavior is changed or
modified by an action of the Holy Spirit within us, there must first of necessity be a humbling of the person so
involved. That humbling comes by seeing one's life as bound to this world through daily circumstance and
knowing that the Lord does sit upon the Throne of eternity in sole possession of the glory of His name, the very
weight and substance of His personality. Great grace has to be brought by the Lord to these who sit in the lower
elements of the earth for this grace and this glory to be discovered in them. We are told in earlier chapters of
Isaiah 42:8 and 48:11 that God will not share His glory with another. However when I read those passages it
reminds me of the idolatrous heart of man who would worship at the feet of a carved image such as anyone in
Christendom would do in their sanctuaries built of brick and mortar or framed with wood or stone. They set up
their emblems of faith as though these were the gods of their deliverance and they place them alongside their
carnal concept of the Lord ruling and reigning in glory upon the Throne. The Lord will in no wise share His glory
with any such machinations and the power of the human mind to invent objects to assist in their faith and
worship are utterly rejected by the Lord.
The Lord seeks out and sifts through the hearts of men and has done so since the first parents were driven out
from Eden and the world in its infancy built cities and armies to bolster the carnal ambition to which the curse
from the Lord had now driven them. Always sifting through the hearts through each and every generation the
Lord does find those who are willing to make of themselves no reputation or set up any sort of realm of

providence which would cater to their natural life and existence and purpose nor any further realm of
understanding that they would understand with natural reasoning minds. The ones the Lord chooses out of
mankind are not people who set themselves aside in some religious ambition or trait of supposed faith that
would elevate them above their fellow man, these the Lord apprehends are ones who simply know they are
sinners, know they have need of the grace of God and know that nothing but the Lord can be righteous within
them. It is upon these then that the Lord is seen finally in the true glory of His Throne ruling over the cosmos
itself. These in faith see the Lord but abase themselves in dust and ashes because of that simple fact, that they
SEE Him. They see Him solely in their faith and they never acknowledge that they have a right to the same
holiness that they see in the Lord in His saving power. These instead humble themselves unto obedience to the
same fellowship of sufferings by the cruel and hard iron nails that once pierced the savior, these take part in the
same by faith. Denying themselves they yield up their lives unto the Lord giving Him their lives as they are with
all the elements within their lives, the good as well as the bad.
So then the Lord does a great miracle here. He takes these broken vessels who have humbled themselves and
have not counted themselves worthy nor capable and ignoring their reasoning minds or the voice of the accuser
who would say unto the Lord various reasons why these should not be held in any regard, and the Lord makes
them ONE WITH HIMSELF. He simply joins them as ONE SPIRIT WITH HIS SPIRIT. It is a sovereign act. It is not
readily seen in the world of men. An ordinary person who would behold someone made one with the spirit of
the Lord may not know that this is their position. But the element of the spirit of the Lord in these broken ones
will either manifest a longing for the Lord in others or an abhorrence in others. In our day the entire standard
seems to be disregarded as iniquity has reached the full. But God still has joined as one spirit those who He
deems His saints even though they who are such do not feel that they are worthy of it.
The Lord will not share His glory with another, so He simply makes them one with Himself. The next common
action of HIs spirit is to elevate these to that glory, the glory that was with Jesus since the foundation of the
world, this now comes as one with them, in the Throne, and for eternity.

The Lord's Throne Working In The World of Man
And all the inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing: and he doeth according to his will in the army of heaven, and
among the inhabitants of the earth: and none can stay his hand, or say unto him, What doest thou? Daniel 4:35,

The word is often spoken that the Lord is in total complete control of all things when it concerns the church of
Christ or the world of man. That each and every element of the world and the processes of deciding minds and of
world leaders is orchestrated and designed and managed by the Lord alone who does sit upon the Throne. If that
is the case, and if that is the word of truth, then that would mean that the atrocities we see on our newscasts and
the horrendous crimes committed in areas of the world would also be orchestrated and designed by God. Mass
killings or individual murders, lying, cheating, fornication or adulterous actions, the world of electronics and
mass communication of man conferring with man, all of it then would denote that the Lord engaged it, controlled
it and made it from His seated position in the Throne. I cannot agree.
Now the Lord is able to take all of the elements of the world and turn them or work them into His glory but He is
also able to take all the elements of the world and turn them into hell as they that forget God! I cannot accept
that God machinates and creates and designs the things which come entirely out of base carnal minds and hearts
filled with evil intent! God can use those items and work them back into good in time for those who suffered
because of it, but to say that God is in control of it and works it in total complete control takes away from the
depth of the fall of Adam. The fall of Adam was part of God's plan which must come to fruition, but to say that
God designs the base elements of Adam's carnality to trigger His will in the world is akin to implying that God is
responsible for the reprehensible actions of ungodly men. As I said, God is able to take the negative elements
that come from carnal minds and turn it to good, but He is also able to destroy those elements! For my walk I see
the Throne of God at work when circumstances return to their center which is the life of the Lord in the Throne

ruling in the affairs of men. But the evil itself that comes of it or the good intentions borne out of carnal
ambition, these I see as objects of His judgment. In that regard then, I see the Lord ruling in all things and in
control in that He will bring these things to light and to judgment so that His righteous standard can be
established.
So in the world of man today the nations have run rampant in a preamble to an utter collapse. The systems of
man are all at a breaking point. The world economies and the world's politics and ambitions concerning
sovereignty of nations and of rulers and monarchs are all shaken as never before. The Lord IS controlling this
collapse in as far as to remove from them any power of iniquity which would usurp His rule in the world of man.
All evil is self destructing right before our very eyes.
The Throne of the Lord however has taken what seems to be a rather obscure or distant place. At least when it
comes to the eyesight of man. Rather than seeing the Lord ruling in the affairs of men, the nations of the earth
have their own rule. They have set up their own powers. They have their own judicial systems and inter-relations
amongst themselves. Where then is the Throne? It is still there with the Lord still upon it, BUT IT WORKS NOW IN
THE SMALL REMNANT OF THEY THAT ARE OVERCOMING. It is unto these that the Throne of the Lord works in
judgment, and for now, the remnant can only see massive boiling flesh pots in their own lives, the righteous
standard they know is but a mere thought in the mind, they find instead their lives consumed by flesh rising
through the heat of the fire of the Holy Ghost. This is because the Lord is working just now from His ruling
position with those whom He has deemed available to Him because they have hearts that are sold out for the
Lord. They long to be found complete in Him and they wish to obey in whatever measure is necessary for that
obedience to be fulfilled. These do not regard the world collapse around them as anything more than signs of
impending judgment and they know that to bolster the world systems with helps is but a vain effort. These are
the ones the Lord from His Throne is working upon just now and it is these few who will be manifested at His
coming when this judgment is complete.
The world of man careens carelessly towards the cliff of utter destruction and the Lord will be there to make sure
that this destruction happens and that man will not be able to rebuild it ever again. For now though the Lord has
all that on 'hold'. He has turned to perfect and finalize the judgments upon the Overcomers who will be the
instruments of His choosing in destroying all the systems of man. Verily
Christ said, there shall not be one stone left upon another! All the religious, political, monarchial or any other
science or infrastructure man has made will be completely destroyed by these few who for now are feeling the
dross of their own carnality boil to the surface. I say now in prophecy that this dross is at the surface and this
work of the Lord in judgment from His Throne is a precursor to the prophesied peace that was prophesied unto
the readers of these pages. That there will at the very same time in this entire company of Sons and Daughters
come a peace and a cessation of any and all trials of life. This is a signal to them that their trials have ended and
that the Lord is about to appear. I would share now an earlier vision I had concerning the Lord's sword in
judgment upon the Overcomer. This is the method and the means by which your trials and tests shall end and
you shall come to that peace which will never be removed from you.
(Vision from "For The Lord Our God Is Holy" chapter 7, "His Standard Established To His Army")
http://overcomers.ca/Holy_Is_The_Lord/Holy_Is_The_Lord_HSETHA_007.htm
“I saw the individual Overcomers, each one laying upon their backs upon the ground before the Lord. The Lord tore
up their garments revealing their flesh and the scars of past areas of great hurt and rejection were seen, old scars,
some from many decades past. These scars had healed over and were covered by both new flesh and the clothing
they wore, but the Lord tore off this clothing so that naked the Overcomers lay fully exposed to the eyesight of the
Ancient of Days. So then the Lord reached down with the tip of His sword and suddenly without any other recourse
He tore open these old wounds which lay long now dormant. It is to be noted that some of these wounds were
wounds long forgotten. They were wounds where forgiveness had been genuine and love and grace were
merciful. Although the painful scars of the past caused separation from those who caused the scarring, the entire
area of this was forgiven and forgotten. But the Lord brought them once again out into the open. “That which
hath been is now; and that which is to be hath already been; and God requireth that which is past.”

Ecclesiastes 3:15 So the tip of the Lord’s sword cut afresh the long since healed wounds. Tearing them open with
vigor and relentless each and every scar was opened and beneath the scar I saw not the blood and sinew of the
past harm, but instead I saw the cross laying down flat beneath each wound. The cross with its hard slivered wood
and aged old timbers of the upright section and of the horizontal section, each wound had the cross entirely
covering it from beneath so that the cross was seen set inside the wound. So it is that the Lord is removing from
the Overcomers the pain of past harm and hurt healing it once and for all by the all consuming power of the cross.
As this cross did work to rise up through the wound, so the wound was then truly forgotten yet again, the past
truly healed and the result was HOLINESS in the areas where the sorrow once was. So holy became that area that
in time not even the old scar was seen.”
(End Vision)
In the world of men the very moment the small company of Overcomers comes into their peace which is eternal,
that will trigger the destruction of all the systems of man, that also will be eternal! The world will change when
the Sons and Daughters of God come to this peace I have prophesied is to come at the end of our testing. The
moment this peace comes does not mean it is the reception of the glorified body for the Overcomers yet, but it
does mean the intensified shakings of God in man's world which up until them have been briefly here and there
and found in some places and not in others. When this peace comes to the Sons and Daughters of God the world
will then find itself shaken to the core EVERYWHERE. All that is in the world of man WILL BE SHAKEN TO BITS.
Somewhere during the halfway mark of the collapse of everything in this shaking the Lord will then raise from
the dead the Overcomers of previous generations and they will together with the Overcomers alive and
remaining receive their glorified bodies. The first immediate action that the glorified ones will have will be to
FINISH THE SHAKINGS. They will go forth in but a brief moment of time to finish destroying all man has built by
carnal wisdom! As soon as that is done the Overcomers glorified will then see to their former lives and families
and be reunited with loved ones, beloved children siblings and parents as well as those endearing to them from
the animal kingdom. The resurrection power will be theirs to use at any time and at any grave and the rising from
the dead of many will be seen by man who will know that the Lord is real and is the one doing this by the power
of the life of Christ in these ones who now live in everlasting bodies.

The Throne Of The Lord and the Weight Of His Glory
Now the glory of the Lord is such that it is not just light, but also measure. His glory is the express image of the
holy nature of God in whom there is no variableness nor shadow of turning. His glory is testament to His person
and that glory brings about within it the confirmation that the Lord alone rules as Almighty forevermore, this
glory attesting to it. As the Lord is seen, so is His glory seen. As the Throne is approached, so lighted is it upon by
the glory and light of His person. The glory is the reward of His holiness, it is His holiness revealed as brilliant
light and it is a light that never fades away but is eternal and is the defining character of the Lord. This glory is the
full expression of the measure of the personality of the Lord, not just His holiness, but whom He is as a person.
As perfect and as creator He sits alone not sharing that glory with another EXCEPT for those whom He will make
one with Himself.
Here is how I see prophetically the glory of the Lord in the days to come and might I say that these things were
promised to me in my youth as things I would see while I yet live in my natural physical body. It has been over 40
years since the Lord revealed to me His glory and over all that time I have not even had a speck of it to claim as
my own, the Lord simply will not share His glory with another! Now Christ stated in His prayer in John 17 that He,
and us who believe on Him, would come and share that same glory. When will that be? At the manifestation of
the Sons and Daughters of God! I say in prophecy that at this time of manifestation, when a glorified manifest
Son or Daughter is seen in the world, the person viewing them WILL ONLY SEE GOD. I say again, THEY WILL ONLY
SEE GOD.
The glory of the Lord consuming the Overcomer will be thus. That when the time comes for the manifestation,
that glory will consume entirely the person and object of His desire. They will then bear upon themselves
INDIVIDUALLY, all the weight of the person of the creator. Each and every Son and Daughter of God glorified will

have the unlimited weight of the Lord upon them, without measure and eternal. All that makes the Lord as God
holy and all that makes Him personal will be concentrated without any measurable amounts, infinite in supply,
in each and every Overcomer individual. Now this is different from the church of Christ that the Apostle Paul and
others wrote about in the New Testament. This church which was the filled up measure of God in promise and as
a down payment now gives way to something far greater. And that is that each individual member of the church
of Christ now has upon them the full weight of the Lord and the full person of the Lord infinite and never ending
and eternal! So not only has the church changed from having the earnest of the down payment, the infilling of
the church by the spirit of the Lord, now the church has upon each member all the fullness of God in infinity upon
each and every soul within it! This is the ruling power of His Throne in the world of man. It is still being unfolded
at this moment but its completion is due now upon us!

The Throne Of The Lord and the Destruction Of Blasphemy
And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and
shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever. Revelation 20:10,

Many times through the description of the living Christ in the book of revelation are references to beasts, false
prophets, false teachers, false antichrist spirits (although the term antichrist is not found in the book of
revelation), yet these negative pressures are seen to do two things. First, they war against the faithful small
remnant of Overcomers and secondly, they overcome them and kill them. The Overcomer is warred against,
overcome and killed by the raging beasts found in that book! This raging of the beast is not against the persons of
the Son or Daughter of God, but against the PERSON of the Lord that resides in them one in spirit with their spirit!
This callous war is waged intelligently in such a way as to subdue and render null the voice of testimony and
confession of righteousness that an Overcomer would have in their savior's finished work. It is unto this
defeated group of ragtag Overcomers that the Throne of the Lord comes in glory to set free and deliver by
judgment.
Speaking practically in the lives of they who would be called "Overcomers". Right now at this present time they
feel they are anything BUT Overcomers! Their lives are instead overcome with many sorrows, the pressures and
trials of this day are almost overwhelming to the point of near total exhaustion. They find themselves distant
and far from any sort of right standard in them of holiness in any area! Instead they find that they are carnal as
ever, their lives are seemingly cut down by lusts of the flesh and the faith they know they should have in God
seems to be covered by magnitudes of failure at any attempt to be God like in action and in nature. They find
themselves without a religious leg to stand upon! On top of all that they are accused in their thinking minds all
the time by the accuser of the brethren who tells them they are nothing more than failures and that which they
are believing in are fairy tales and myths composed of lies and wishful thinking. Instead of walking in a holy right
standard they seem to walk in a defeated carnal wretched condition which does not yield to anything correct in
faith. Instead of "overcoming", they feel "overcome!" Their lives are trenched in muddy wallows of past errors
and mistakes blown up out of proportion in their thinking understanding by the enemy of their hearts who
speaks condemnation and guilt to them on a continual basis. That is exactly where the true Overcomer is at this
very moment.
Now it brings the Lord great delight to see this in the Overcomers for that means that the heat of the fire of the
Holy Ghost has been completely successful in boiling to the surface all that which God has no intention of you
keeping anyways! All your dross is now risen and it resides at the top of the smelting pot which is located right
between your ears! Beloved Sons and Daughters who read these lines, hear me now in this prophecy for I say
this unto you by the prophetic standard of the Lord which has been entrusted to me by the mantle and office of
prophecy in my life, that THIS IS THE LAST TIME. This is THE FINAL DROSS. THIS IS THE FINAL CLEANSING BY HE
WHO HEATS THE FIRE SEVEN TIMES HOTTER. You have now in your thinking minds ALL THE DROSS THAT IS IN YOUR
CARNALITY AND IN YOUR FLESH NATURE. Now it shall all be removed that this peace may come.
Now it is strange that the Lord would go to such exercise to remove carnality from us when we are told clearly

that the carnal mind and the natural life of fallen man cannot enter the Kingdom anyways. Why then would God
spend His time and the heat of the fire of the Holy Spirit boiling this to the surface when after all it is not to be
valued for anything! IT IS SO THAT ONCE REMOVED, THE PERSON CAN BE WHOLE AND COMPLETE EVERY WHIT AND
NOTHING IN THEM IS LEFT EMPTY OR UNDONE. That space in their lives where carnality and the mystery of
iniquity began will now be filled in the made ready cleaned burnt chambers the infilling of all the glory of God.
All the weight of God. All the righteous standard of God. Never again will the fall of Adam ever happen to you!
The carnal nature is removed by fire AS A SEPARATE ENTITY FROM WHO YOU ARE AS A PERSON IN CHRIST. It is not
a redundant act by God, but a righteous working of God in preparing the vessel for the weight of eternal glory.
So the beasts and dragon and all those negative elements raging against the lowly Overcomer were only able to
do so when the lowly Overcomer had carnality upon which these things could attach themselves. Because of the
lower fleshly nature of sinful man, these beasts are able to exist to attempt to snuff out any life of Christ in
them. For example. The whore in the 17th chapter of Revelation is seen with the blood of the martyrs in her
mouth. She is there, that carnal nature, to kill off any risings of Christ from within your life. At any time Christ
would rise to be seen in you, your carnal nature was there to devour and to kill that rising. Any time that this
rising would happen, she was there to devour it. But now that the fire has brought to you the final dross, SHE
WILL HAVE NO MORE TO DEVOUR! I say this in prophecy, YOU HAVE COME NOW TO A PLACE WHERE YOUR
CARNALITY WILL BE REMOVED FOREVER AND THERE IS NOTHING OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE BESTIAL NATURE THAT
CAN FIND ANYMORE PLACE IN YOU. It was by reason of your duality that these things existed to stop your forward
progress in God. But when those same elements are removed by the heat of the fire of the Holy Ghost, there is
no more for them to lay hold on!

The Throne And The Final Time Frame
We have arrived at the closing of the age. To some this seems like a long drawn out process. To others the time
seems fast and quick. Either way the time frame for the closing of this age and the dawning of the Kingdom age
has arrived and it is totally depended upon the progressive work in the lives of the Overcomers. Wherever they
are at when it comes to yielded and open dealings of the Lord upon them as to their personal preparations or if it
is based on time frames according to that then so be it. The Lord warned me that we cannot base the coming of
Christ or the reception of the glorified body on past feasts or on past calendar events. It is not based at all upon
when the feast of Tabernacles took place and we are not to follow such postulations which come only by
reasoning natural thinking minds. His coming is known only by the Father and no man at all, even by study or by
reasoning, can peg the time of this. Should anyone state that they know when this typically should take place
they are not to be trusted anymore than someone saying "Lo, here is Christ" or "Lo, there is Christ." The day and
the hour of this knows no man and it is utter foolishness to try to figure it out.
The glory of the Lord in the Throne is set as the final standard by which all things will be measured. It is also a
standard not set in time, but in purpose. The Lord will consume all things back into Himself, that as He once was
God as God in eons past, so in eons future He will solely be God as God again. All things will have come out from
Him and all things will return back into Him. The manifestation of the Sons and Daughters of God is but a means
to an end for the Lord. His purpose in manifesting them is not to give them a finality, but to use them as a
standard measurement of His glory into which He must consume the rest of creation. The only honour Sons and
Daughters glorified have is that they were chosen as this standard. After all, a Throne is only exalted as far as it
has a dominion! God's Throne is over all and it consumes and eats up all other ruling entities and Thrones the
world over and in all time frames. There is no earthly throne worthy to bear the weight of His glory so He in turn
will consume those lesser thrones.
The Lord's manifest Sons and Daughters will be there to end the systems of men, yes, but only to come to a
purpose. For the Lord will not leave this world undone, nor His cosmos. He has purpose in consummating all
things back unto Himself, the Overcomers are but one more tool in His arsenal to do that. Everything will be
broken down so that everything can be built up again. Not as it was, but into His everlasting dominion in which is

no offence or variable or shadow but God will in that dominion be All in All.
The end of this age, the manifestation of the Sons and Daughters of God, all of it is but one more step to a final
conclusion wherein all that is in the creation will find place (by these) into His full measure of eternal grace and
glory. The ages to come will reveal creation as being filled with His goodness and glory again and again in infinity.
Such is the work and purpose of the Throne Of His Glory.
To be continued..........
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